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An Energetic "Big Deal" (Eclipse, Transition, Alignment, Massive
Change)
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Feel Free to Share this Light Encoded Newsletter to uplift, inspire and support others as LOVE
too. ♥
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2020 Quantum/Multi-Dimensional Energy Forecast/Overview now available for all...
♦ Online Readable Post in Article Form
♦ 51-Page Downloadable/Printable PDF Page
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January's Newsletter
An Energetic "Big Deal": Everything's Going On...
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Collective Cosmic Re-Birthing of HUmanity in Progress:
Planetary Consciousness

Aloha Divine Star-Light Family,
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We've reached "that time" where the pavement meets the curb, where this is what shows what
everyone is currently made of.... This is "that moment" collectively and all over our ENTIRE
PLANET that what each DECIDE determines what comes forth "next".
While it's always been this way, the awareness might not have been there for each, yet this is
substantially changing, with the continually accelerating "reality altering consciousness" codes
increasing every day to move all out of the old 3rd Dimensional realities and over into much
higher consciousness states. Never before in the "history" of this existence has it been a more
pivotal "time" of REALITY Re-alignment processes through Vibrational SHIFTING,
Electromagnetic Re-Balancing and everything coming into "play"...
Increasing Cosmic Frequencies, a barrage and pure LIGHT SHOW that LIGHT'S ALL UP, brings
into visibility and shifts perspectives at an ASTRONOMICAL RATE....
This is a "game changer" for HUMANITY, our planet and all.... THIS IS THE SHIFTING OF THE
POWER STRUCTURES AND GEOMETRIC GRIDS that hold all in place.... the systems, the
structures, that which each based their ENTIRE REALITY ON.... substantially changes in
absolutely every way....
It's exciting, beautiful and what all who have been "doing the work" all of these years, some their
whole life, this is "that time".....
On the "flip side", there is much upheaval going on, much being aligned vibrationally and
energetically that's devastating to those going through these actual experiences of being
moved/shifted to a whole new reality in accordance with Cosmic Codes that look nothing like "the
old". A massive re-set, a massive clearing, purging, cleansing of the physical body, physical
reality for individuals and our beloved planet Earth-Gaia-Terra Nova.....
Thing are being balanced, things are "righting the wrongs", things are shifting everyone and
eveyrthing to a whole new reality, where the "what" and "how" are very different than the whole
human existence was....
This is where each sees, this is where each has their own experiences to open their hearts and
minds fully, this is where an entire SHIFT occurs and yes, this is "that moment".....
This is "where" we are....
That determining factor, that "moment in energetic time", that which decides and affects every
experience/life....
This is where each observes, reflects and goes deeper within, to FEEL THEIR WHOLE REALITY
and learns to live a whole new way...
One where their own/all of our HUMANITY PREVAILS, one where everything is VISIBLE on an
energetic level... how we treat ourselves, how we treat each other, whether we truly actually care,
whether we are there for each other and let the "old ways completely go" or whether we repeat a
karmic cycle/unconscious loop over and over and over again.... until imminent collapse occurs,
which is not only necessary, it's important in shifting all to a whole new foundation, with all new
constructs, with all new ways, systems and parameters that HONORS all as LOVE, where
everyone matters equally, where POWER IS RESTORED as each holds this fully from within and
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UNITE THROUGH UNITY CONSCIOUSNESS AND PURE LOVE. ♥
This is "that moment", now "how all plays out" will always be relative to this vibration, this energy,
this choice, this act, this thought, this feeling, this decision from this ZERO POINT CREATION
MOMENT RIGHT NOW....
I'm holding all in Pure Light and emanating out the most beautiful, loving, kind, compassionate,
caring energy to support all in anchoring their version of Heaven through their whole body/being
and affecting the lives of all through pure presence, respect, care, love, kindness, generosity,
softness and excitement, joy through intentional conscious creation of all of our NEW too.
♦ BE THE CHANGE in your own life
♦ AFFECT REALITY through your own Consciousness, Pure Hearts and Love
♦ Make a difference and a STATEMENT through your own acts of kindness, coming together
(unifying) and LIVING AS NEW EARTH LIGHT BEINGS in a physical form here....
♦ SHOW ALL how easy and simple all is when all truly come together inside and care
♦ SHOW UP in your own reality FOR YOU and EACH OTHER
♦ YOU ENERGETICALLY SHIFT EVERYTHING yourself...
... by REMEMBERING through your own sacred connected heart space that you can. ♥
This is where y/our own Sacred honor, integrity and respect as a Soul/Star/Light BEing are
beyond important and require each to hold this as a part of fulfilling the highest level of
Soul/Cosmic Agreements here. ♥
This is where we HOLD ALL AS LOVE above all.... This is where it matters. ♥
This is where the whole planet (global consciousness) decides and moves into fulfilling and living
as HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS HUMANITY, through Unified State of Consciousness, working
together, uniting and making a much bigger, gigantic impact on what "happens next".
This is where our NEW EARTH COLLECTIVE EMERGES as the GREATER WHOLE, where
actualizing IS THROUGH through each's FORM, PRESENCE, ENERGY and ACT (and every
moment/day LIFE), because each has chosen/made THAT PIVOTAL AND GROUND SHAKING
DECISION as to "what EXPERIENCE each now ACTUALLY lives" relative to
CONSCIOUSNESS here.
Have a most beautiful 1:11 Gateway Completion/Transit into the "next, Eclipse re-set, 1/12
Cosmic Alignment "kick-off" that promises to shake things up more, align all on a Cosmic Level
stronger/faster and support all fully embracing and living through Unity, Purity, Full Heart-MindConnected Consciousness from Deep within too.
Every moment new, every day a-new, every one an opportUNITY to fully embrace all as Light
and BE this fully too. ☼
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REMEMBER we are all Star Family, Light Family and Soul Family in-body-form here.

Live Your Light ♥ Live Your Love
Immense Love, Appreciation and Deep Sacred Respect,
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